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You read free preview pages from 5 to 7 do not appear in this preview. Inacio's authors of the phrases of Edgar Willems Encontre here algumas das melhores phrases by Edgar Willems. Com elas voc conhecere um pouco melhor a personalidade, as reflex'es e os pensamentos de Edgar Willems on via
de suas mais conhecidas e interessantes cita'es. Phrases, Pensamentos, Sitaches, Reflexes, Frasez de Edgar Willems A Musica and Beleza; Uma Beleza special: o esplendor das propores harmoniosas que regem o universo. Edgar Willems - im Educa'o Musical Veja mais phrases about: MUSIC BELE-
A ARTE HARMONIA FILOSOFIA INSPIRING EDUCATION Willems Education is based on the psychological relationship that exists between music, man and the world around us. All musical action is based on human fact, and therefore it is necessary to work on this connection between the fundamental
elements of music and elements of human nature: rhythm with the body; Melody with sensitivity; Harmony with intelligence improvisation with the creative and artistic potential of man. The process of learning the musical language willems Education is carried out as a native language imbued with the
language of her parents, which it later imitates and repeats. Later he begins to build sentences and finally learns to read and write. It is an active musical education that uses susceptibility, impregnation and reproduction, as well as improvisation and invention as the first and main element of expression.
Musicals: First, make music love as an art and as a science, practicing it from the joyEstabage basics of musical art - the development of the musical ear and the sense of rhythm - as a step up to solfeig, the practice of the instrument and any other musical disciplineCulture openness to the language and
musical art of different eras and culturesHumans:Awakening all sensory faculties, affective, mental and intuitive (inventive and creative) , emotional, sensory and engine)Develop these faculties and align them with each other, directly affecting the balanced social functioning: To make music education a
useful and enriching tool for each child, not just for the most naturally gifted to take advantage of the position of small groups to cultivate the wealth and needs of listening, expression of each of them, communication)Promoting the expansion of this activity in the common educational framework, for
example, with the family music of las base psicol'gicas Edgar Willems. Paid, 2011, 256 pages, 25 euros. Carlos Javier Gonzalez Serrano. Cue es la musica mus del ardo estudio del Solfeo y de la resion entre ritmo, melody y armonia, sus elementos conivostituts? Edgar Willems pretends poner sobre la
mesa en esta obra, de aire declaradamente (cites the German author at both the beginning and the end of the book), the spiritual and lively nature of this art, illuminating with his research musical pedagogy, which in no case can be delegated to the material or formal components of music, but must also
take into account (as a matter of priority) their own life elements characteristic of each person. We confirm this: in music education it is necessary to teach forms and, in addition, to awaken power. To do this, you need to give a free course of affective elements, such as joy, enthusiasm, love for music,
there is life to the ideal and to action even in the field of technology. [...] As long as a person develops, as long as he learns in intelligence, sensitivity and nobility, music, which is one of the most faithful and full expressions of his nature, will go hand in hand with his ascent, always raising the teacher with
new problems. Edgar Willems, Psychological Foundation of Willems' Musical Education concludes this important work with the following quote by the philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer (1788-1860): Music has a general and profound meaning that has to do with the essence of the universe and our own
essence. According to the German thinker - a statement also approved by E. Willems - the superiority of musical art is confirmed by its primordial nature; when we hear the melody, we reveal the sentimental expression of our most underground intimacy. The rest of the art, compared to music, show only
shadows, not essence. Perhaps the most difficult question of clarification in this context is the kind of similarity that music concludes with the world, a problem that Schopenhauer himself called difficult and dark. This opacity is due to the inaccessibility of a single real (will), for which the characteristic of
words seem insufficient: only the music and the universal language it introduces into the game have the right to appropriately express the essence of the world. Later, Schopenhauer will prepare the reasons for the fact that full knowledge of the very thing (declared by Kant intransigent) can be given only
through feeling, and not through abstraction, knowledge, which will be available through the music itself. It is necessary to carefully study the nature of material and spiritual elements of music. This nature is open not only in the music itself, but also, above all, in the musician as a person. It is therefore
appropriate to rely on psychological data in order to establish a lively and constructive synthesis of the principles of music and the principles of education more consciously than in tradition. Edgar Willems, Psychological Foundations of Musical Education Edgar Willems (who became a full professor of
musical psychology at the Conservatoire of Geneva) is fully convinced that education is not only understood as a process of continuous formation throughout our early years - it is not just preparation for life; it is in itself a permanent and harmonious manifestation of life. This should be the case for any
artistic study and especially for music education that appeals to most of a person's guiding abilities. The work is highly recommended for parents and music teachers in schools and institutes, as well as for all those interested in music learning, in which Willems encounters the study of this art, explaining
that it is not purely quantitative or formal disciplines, as qualitative and irrational values, affective and intuitive, take great importance there. Music is thus a more true art in terms of refers to the most original, revealing in its deployment the most intimate creature in the world. Music, like all art, must be born
and grow according to the laws of life. In this sense, psychology can give the new musical pedagogy a deeply human character and offer the teacher, under the sign of beauty, noble and sublime ideal of life. Edgar Willems, Psychological Basics of Music Education Edgar Willems teaches a class at his
music school. The goals of Willems Educator are: to make children love music and prepare them, thus, for musical, vocal or instrumental practice; to give children, with appropriate and lively pedagogical means, the maximum chance to learn music, even if they are not particularly gifted, and to give such
an opportunity to all children, as the basics of musical activity are characteristic of each person. Doing pedagogy is (rhythmic instinct, hearing, sensuality, emotions, intelligence, able to organize and even create...) to provide a musical education with deeply human roots, it is not only about teaching the
rudiments of music, but also, above all, about creating the foundations of music art and promotion, through live music, full development of the child. To apply it, you need to know deeply the basic psychological principles of music education, and have a suitable musical material for conducting sensory
education of children. Willem's method attaches great importance to natural elements. First, it is the movement and voice that is in every person. We begin by knowing that learning music as a language, and as our own language, it requires a stage of impregnation (through personal experience) that is
based on listening (what is sensory development), so we gain memory and consciousness through imitation and invention (mental development). The main purpose of Willem's music education is to educate people who favor their better growth and evolution. The development of the musical ear and
rhythmic sense will prepare the practice and an instrument or instrument of any other musical discipline. What is the Willems session class like in our schools? We start with hearing, because it's the beginning where children are more receptive and attentive. The most concentration activities are held to
help increase it as they develop psychologically. Second, we work with a rhythm that involves more activity through body movement. Thus, the development of attention and concentration and accuracy in their movements is coordinated with the rhythm they hear. Thirdly, we sing songs that are the center
of class, in importance and time, containing all of the above: melody, rhythm, harmony. Songs are organized for pedagogical purposes. We will put an end to the movement because it requires more physical effort and less mental attention without losing attention and musical listening. With this and
through the natural movements of children associated with music, improvised or recorded, we develop a sense of tempo, character, and bring children closer to the music of great masters. The time spent on each part of the class depends on many factors and it is the teacher who decides according to the
characteristics and mood of the children and/or achieving the proposed goals. Offered. frases de edgar willems. frases celebres de edgar willems
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